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the relative permanence of architecture. rather in that of a work 
created to last onlv a few months. W/e therefore decided to work 
using only recycled materials. giving them another üfe for the 
duration of the show. Once the exhibition is finished, they \\'ill again 
be recycled, in a kind of infinite lifecycle. 
We then looked to Saint-F.tienne's fertile pool of craftsmanship and 
local companies to execute the exhibition design project. Materials 
and skilled labor are provided by two companies from the Rhône
Alpes region: Buitex and Marmonier. 
Founded in the 19th century, Buitex bas from the outset recycled 
materials giving them a second life, a highly innovati,,e approach 
when started 100 vears ago. The firm started by retrieving fabric 
discarded by Lyon\ silk manufacturers to use as heating fuel. Today, 
the company transforms what the planet uses mnst - jeans and 
plastic bottles - to make a material with multiple markets. 
We chose ch.is rnaterial for its absorbent properties, as we had to 
rnake Le Corbusier\ spaces more cornfortable. countering the cold 
and re,-erberation of the raw concrete. The arnplùtheaters have 
been equipped with little seating pads, while the projection of films 
required sufter and more absorbent sound quality. 
Buitex supplied u, with a very beautiful blueish material, which 
l'viarmonier then eut out to fashion small, made-to-measure rounded 
pad, to caver the tiered seating and floors in ilie amphitheaters. As 
well as providing sitting comfort, they also act as sound darnpeners. 

The Three Topics of the Exhibition 

1. The Gift of Public Space
Alread,· at the end of the 19 th century, Austrian architect and urban
theorist Camillo Sitte was bemoaning changes to urban public
space: "\'v'har can be clone, when these days ail ilie events of public
life are discussed in the newspapers, where in the past, in Ancient
Rome or Greece, we heard about them frorn town criers, at the
baths, beneatl1 the porticos or on the town squares? What can
be clone when markets are increasingly leaving market squares to
be shur into utilitarian but unattractive buildings, or disappearing
altogetl1er and being replaced by home delivery [ ... ) Works of an,
also, are increasingly abandoning the streets ancl the town squares
to retire to those artistic zoos that are museums [ .. -l For centuries,
but in particularly during our Üme, popular lift has progressively
withdrawn from public places, which have thereby lost a large part

of rheir old significance". Alongside this prngressh-e reduction of 
public spaces. today we also have the reduction of their surface area 
for reasons that range frorn commercial :md financial to security 
concerns. This restriction of citizens' breathing space is happening 
eve,n as the towns are being densified. 
\X!e have to accept this densification because we also want to 
minimize our footprint, limit distances and maintain the objecti,•es 
of sustainable towns while meeting the needs of our grmving 
populations and the fondamental requirernent for decent housing. 
Yet, faced with this densification -which I prefer to call intensification 
- public space must also grmv and increase proportionately; we must
givt it our careful attention to ensure that its public place status
remains non-negotiable, at no risk of pri,-atization. Public space is 
not merchandise; it is a fondamental need we ail share, the cernent
of our community.
Public space is our rnost precious commodity,. through which to
weave our new modes of transport, install our places for play,
exchange. relaxing, places that must remain flexible, read,, for uses
that have not been anticipated or pre-calculated; space for freedom.
The "porous" project in Saint-Étiennt deconstructs the idea
thar city blocb are solid, enclosed things to be circumnavigated.
Its forrn camt from a dialogue with the existing urban grid,
which it extends and draws right into its center to give the
inhabitants of Saint-Étienne a new street, a new town square. a new
traboule - the secret covered passageways found in the to�·ns and
cities of the area. The block i, opened up, devoicl of barriers,
allowing inhabitants to walk tltrougb, appropriate and see it as a
naturaJ extension of their public space.
ln this project, the , -oid is on a par with the built mass, cqually
expressive and generous, deeply linked to the city. In addition, these
public spaces must be imagined in iliree dimensions, not simply in
plan.
In Stockholm, the challenge for our project was not just vertical
extension and densification but also the "programmatic" interstice
we created between old and new.
The qualitv of the project is largely illustratecl by tl1is "in-between",
the threshold berween tl1e existing and tht new tl1at is a direct
extension, in three dimensions, of the surrounding public space. Its
fonctions include a public balcony looking over the cit)', a café and
a restaurant, as well as coworking spaces and public lounge areas.
The balcony provides another opportunity to admire the unique
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